The impacts of our outreach and sales are best seen by way of the example
testimonials below, including one from post-derecho Virginia. System
applications have included powering a health clinic in post-hurricane Bahamas
and end-user sales in post-earthquake Japan.
A local high school sixth grade science teacher worked diligently to receive a
grant for a SunRunR system. The students will monitor the solar generator as
part of their curriculum on renewable energy. “The SunRunR will be the
alternative energy system that the students come to understand, put their hands
on, set up, orient towards the sun, plug devices into, use to monitor and manage
electrical production and demand, et al, all the while learning what alternative
energy is, what it can do, and that it is the new normal,” says John Woods of
North Fork Middle School.
“It is so reassuring knowing that as long as the sun shines, come hurricanes or
grid outages, I will still be able to have power for the most important things.” –
Wanda, customer of Alternative Energy, Inc, PA
“The SunRunR ran my fridge while the power was out, after the recent storms.
Saved my bacon. I had recharged the scooter the afternoon of the storm and that
almost completely drains the SunRunR. It was a challenge squeaking through
until the power came back, but it worked. I certainly had everyone else beat. A
fan and a fridge was a LOT during those few days." and “Every time I run
anything off the SUNRNR, I feel good about it.” – Walter B, Roanoke, VA
“We CANNOT TELL YOU how pleased we are with solar rather than the gas
generator!!!” – John and Michelle Z, NV
“Love both my 110 and 240 SUNRNRs. Great design, power, endurance,
flexibility – winning combination!” and “Just wanted to let you know that I really
enjoy and am impressed with my new SUN110 … it’s power—for both
continuous and surge demands, is most impressive. I’ve had it running my
computer, washing machine, and refrigerator all at the same time. It did 4 loads
of wash in one day and ran the refrigerator continuously for almost 20 hours on
the same charge before shutting itself down.” – Gary B, FL
“We just got our power back on yesterday after nearly 5 days without. The
SunRunR I purchased from you last year worked like a charm, keeping our
freezer cold and running the well pump for water when we needed it.” – Bill G,
Charlottesville, VA (7/2012)
"Before purchasing the SUNRNR I did my research. I concluded it's the best
value on the market as compared with the solar power kits in its class. Now that
I've been using my SUNRNR for almost a year, I haven't been disappointed. I live
in a wooded area and use it as backup for insurance in case of an outage and to
run some appliances to lower costs on regular basis. Just turn on the SUNRNR,

connect the panels to the unit and you're charging.” – Paul M, Villanova, PA
(2010)
“It is such a great feeling being off grid and and just seeing things work...magical
really.” – Charles C. Coconut Grove, FL
“I’ve been researching solar generators for a few months and this is the most
complete package and the best design.” – SolarUpNC Customer
“All laundry is done via the unit; we just did 3 loads today.” – Steve R. Richmond,
VA
“Thanks for making a solid product that works as advertised.” – Bill
G. Charlottesville, VA
“Designed as portable units they offer easy installation and flexibility, suitable for
any use you can imagine.” – Susan. NC
“The system is well constructed, is easy to put together and start up.” – Kathy
“Was Very Happy with the friendliness of staff and the product received.” – Dan
J. CA
“SUNRNR provided 100% of power needed for 15 amp circular saw, compressor
for air hammer, reciprocating saw, electric drill, 2-battery charge stations for 2battery-powered drills, iPad, amplified speakers, iPhone charging. With only one
panel connected.” – Bill F. PA
“Dear Jenny and Scott,
I must take this opportunity to let you know how impressed I am with the two
panel add-on. This has recharged my system (pun intended). Since I've installed
it, I'm getting a lot more use from the SUNRNR. Now, we're not only running the
freezer and refrig 24/7, and all the tools in the workshop, but we're finding more
opportunities to get off the grid. But the best thing I like about the setup is the
Charge Controller. It's amazing. Easy to setup and operate, it also is an excellent
tool for monitoring the system. With the led display, I can see at a glance the
current status of the system, and know in advance if I should move items off the
generator and back on the grid. I am really pleased with it. You should be proud
of the innovative, grass roots technology that you have developed, and are
making available to the low end solar user. Thanks” – Jerry K, Waynesboro, VA
“Bill (Alternative Energy, Inc). All the pumps and solar system are here in Palau
and cages are in the water. I was able to get the SeaBees to help us install
everything so we begin next week. Will take and send lots of pictures.
It is very exciting. The whole island is excited about the project.
Will keep you informed.” – Jim, Indigo Seafood

"Looking for a solar solution but don’t know much about alternative energy. The
Sun Runner Solar series is the perfect solution. Not to mention the added benefit
of a 30% federal tax credit! Our 110 unit has been put to work generating energy
for our greenhouse and although the unit cannot carry the full load when the
100+ degree weather we experience hits, Sun Runner offers the option to link
units to generate power no matter the load or need. One added bonus is the
Excellent Customer Service that Sun Runner offers which is more than refreshing
in this day and age. We couldn’t be happier with our purchase and look forward
to expanding our solar usage!" – Susan, NC
“SUNRNR offered me the best dollar value based on the cost per stored kilowatthour; and in addition, the industrial inverter allows me to run the heavy loads that
the others just can’t handle. I can speak first hand that it is well built and rugged,
and surprisingly manufactured in the United States.
In all, SUNRNR is just designed to be superior.” – Steve P
“My Sunrnr 110 arrived last night as promised. I was extremely impressed with
the care that went into its preparation for shipping. ODFL did a good job of
calling me to arrange a delivery time and the driver was very helpful in getting it
safely into my garage and helped with the unpacking so he could leave with the
pallet and extra packing. So far the overall experience has been exceptional.” –
Regards, Bob C, Destin, FL

